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Date: January 9, 2020 

To: U.S. NRC Region Ill 
2443 Warrenville Road 
Suite 210 
Lisle, Illinois 60532-4352 
Phone: 630-829-9500 

From: Derek Hetes 
BASF Corporation 
1609 Biddle Ave. 
Wyandotte, Ml 48192 
Phone: 734-324-5282 

Title: Thirty Day Report for NRC Incident #54443 

Regional Administrator, 

CERTIFIED MAIL 
7018 1130 0001 9248 4850 

RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

As required under 10 CFR20.2201 (b), we are submitting our written report within 30 days of 
initial call that was made with the NRC Operations Center regarding our incident of improper 
disposal of tritium exit signs. Immediate notification to the NRC was made after discovery of the 
loss of eight exit signs on Friday December 131h, 2019. This constitutes a loss of 76 Curies of 
tritium based on information available. As outlined in 10 CFR20.2201 (b)(1 )(i- vi), each of the 
report items are identified below as required: 

(i) A description of the licensed material involved, including kind, quantity, and chemical 
and physical form; and 

8- Safety Light Corp. lsolite 2000 Tritium Exit Signs; 9.5 Cu each; H-3 gas form. 

(ii) A description of the circumstances under which the loss or theft occurred; and 

A capital project, which included the removal & upgrade (replacement) of ten (10) lsolite 2000 
Exit Signs (Manufacturer: Safety Light Corp.}, was initiated at the BASF Wyandotte lnfinergy 
Plant on December 2, 2019. The third-party contractor hired to replace the exit signs informed 
BASF employees on December 13, 2019, that they had placed the exit signs in the plant 
dumpster. The contents of the dumpster were emptied on December 4, 2019, by the waste 
removal company and transported to the landfill. 

(iii) A statement of disposition, or probable disposition, of the licensed material involved; and 

The signs were sent to the Republic Services Sauk Trail Hills Landfill in Canton, Michigan. 

(iv) Exposures of individuals to radiation, circumstances under which the exposures occurred, 
and the possible total effective dose equivalent to persons in unrestricted areas; and 

Based on the fact that the signs were still intact when placed inside the dumpster, we do not 
expect that there were any contractor personnel exposures to tritium gas as a result of this 
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incident. It is unknown if the signs would have loss integrity of the radioactive material 
containers while in the dumpster before being removed from the site. However, the dumpster is 
outside and there are no personnel routinely in this area. Therefore, it is not expected that any 
BASF employees were exposed to tritium gas prior to being shipped off site. Finally, the 
disposal vendor driver doesn't typically exit the cab during the transfer of discarded materials 
from the dumpster, there is no expected exposure to radioactive gas to the driver during this 
activity. 

(v) Actions that have been taken, or will be taken, to recover the material; and 

On December 13, 2019, Bryan Hughes (BASF Wyandotte EHS Team Leader) called the 
Republic Services Sauk Trail Hills Landfill in Canton, Michigan to discuss the disposition of the 
exit signs. Rochon at the landfill referred Mr. Hughes to Republic Services customer service. 
Mr. Hughes spoke with Amy in customer service who opened ticket #93917710 and indicated to 
Mr. Hughes that a Republic Services representative would be contacting him. Bob Brandon of 
Republic Services and Mr. Hughes spoke on December 16, 2019. Mr. Hughes explained the 
situation to Mr. Brandon. He indicated that as the disposal occurred on December 4, it would 
not be practical to recover the exit signs. He asked Mr. Hughes to contact Republic Services 
environmental representative Christina Pearse. Mr. Hughes spoke with Ms. Pearse on 
December 17, 2019. She concurred with Mr. Brandon that it would not be practical to try and 
recover the exit signs. She asked Mr. Hughes to provide her an e-mail describing what 
happened and provide information about the exit signs, including how much radiation there was 
in the signs. Mr. Hughes sent Ms. Pearse the requested e-mail on December 17. Ms. Pearse 
responded to the e-mail with a request for our NRG contact on December 18, 2019. Jason 
Draper's phone number and e-mail were provided to Ms. Pearse on December 18. No further 
correspondence has been received from Republic Services. 

(vi) Procedures or measures that have been, or will be, adopted to ensure against a recurrence of 
the loss or theft of licensed material. 

A root cause investigation was immediately conducted. Three main root causes were identified: 
A. Hazardous label was not easily detectable on the fixture. Fixture would have to be 

disassembled to find the label. 
B. BASF personnel were aware of disposal requirements for the exit signs and had 

included the proper information within the related Management of Change (MOC) 
document. However, no engineering or unit process was established to regularly involve 
construction management and permit writers in the output of the MOC review, which 
includes a detailed review of potential modes of failure, the related hazards, and control 
measures identified to address failure modes. 

C. Standard construction kick-off process (review process with contractors) did not include 
a review of the MOC summary, including the mode of failure analysis. 

Accordingly, the following corrective measures have been or will be implemented: 
1. Label remaining the tritium exit signs in the lnfinergy plant to clearly & obviously indicate 

the radioactive contents and requirements for disposal. (Completed on 12/20/2019) 
a. Additional labeling was added to signs indicating restrictions on disposal for 

remainder of project. 
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2. Communicate incident report summary and recommendations for more-obvious labeling 
to all applicable units on the BASF Wyandotte site. (Due 1/22/2020) 

3. Improve standard construction kick-off meeting process (e.g., the review process with 
contractors) to include a summary of the applicable MOCs, specifically including "Mode 
of Failure Review". (Due 2/19/2020) 

4. Review and improve unit MOC process to include translation of "Mode of Failure 
Review" by the change coordinator or the manufacturing representative, to ensure that 
'control methods' are implemented in the field. (Due 2/26/2020) 

5. Review incident report in lnfinergy plant's monthly safety meeting with all employees. 
(Due 1115/2020) 

6. Inventory all known tritium devices on site and determine if proper labeling and/or 
signage is visible on devices that indicates disposal requirements. (Completed 116/2020) 

a. Two signs in the EPC plant were found without additional labels/ signage. See 
follow up action below. 

7. Ensure that tritium devices on 4h floor EPC plant are labeled with signs indicating "Do 
Not Discard- Contact Site EHS for disposal" in a manner that is clearly visible. (Due 
1/31/2020) 

8. Upon resumption of sign removal project, ensure remaining two signs are properly sent 
to Central Waste Accumulation Storage Area intact for packaging and transportation to 
disposal facility. (Completed 1/6/2020) 

a. These signs have been removed from the plant intact and transferred to Site 
EHS where they await packaging and transportation to an authorized disposal 
company. 

9. Send confirmation letter to NRG that remaining two signs were received and properly 
disposed of by the authorized vendor. (Due 4/30/2020) 

If you have any questions regarding the incident details, our investigation or any of the follow up 
corrective actions, please feel free to contact me@ 734-324-5282. 

Sincerely, 

Derek Hetes 
EHS Specialist Sr./ Site RSO 

Phone: +1 734 324-5282 
Mobile: +1-734-512-8262 
Email: derek.hetes@basf.com 
Postal Address: BASF Corporation, Main Admin, 1609 Biddle Avenue, 48192 Wyandotte, United States 

CC: Jason Draper, US NRC 
Email: jason.draper@nrc.gov 


